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ABSTRACT 

The effects of subunit .interactions on the function of aspartate 

. transcarb~lase.fromEscherichia coli have ~n investigated by the '_ 

characterization of an intermediate formeVduring the reassembly of the 

native enzyme (c6r61 from its 'consiituent ·catalytic (c3) and regulatory 
I . 

(r2) sUbunits. The intermediary complex was formed by mixing a low 

concentration of c3 with excess r2 and under these conditions was 

stabilized against reassociation to the native c6r6 structure. Sucrose 

density gradient analysis indicated that the complex sedimented at a position 

intermediate between the. native enzyme and the catalytic subunit. These 

and other results· indicated that the complex has. the s~ructure c3r6· 

Similar sedimentation experiments showed the reversibility Of. c3r6 form

ation and its conversion to c6r6 at low r2 concentrations. 

While the native enzyme gives markedly sigmoid initial velocity 

kinetics with respect to the substrate aspartate the c3r6 complex gives 

a hyperbolic dependence similar·to c3 but with a much reduced~. The 

high affinity of c3r6 for aspartate suggests that the complex may represent 

the relaxed state of aspartate transcarbamylase. Further evidence for 

this was provided from studies of the pH activity profiles of the 

various enzyme forms. 

Although both regulatory and catalytic subunits are present in the~ 
.c3r6 complex the allosteric inhibitor eTP and activator ATP were found 

to have no effect on c3r6• 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

"From' a g nce at a drawing condensing what 
is now kn wn of cellular metabolism we can 
tell that even if at each step each enzyme 
carried t its job perfectly the sum of 
their a ivities would be chaos were they 
not 'somehow interlocked as to form a co
herent system" 

Regulation of the synthesis and degradation of biological 

"--IOO-feCules takes place at several levels in the living cell. ' On a coarse 

scale ,the amounts of the enzymes catalyz,ing the chemical ,reactions in a 

particular metabolic pathway can be varied by indUction or repression 

of the genes for these proteins in response to cellular conditions 

(Jacob & Monttd., 1961). Similarly the degradation rate of enzymes is a 

regulating factor. A more immediate form of control,_ however, is exer

cised by certain enzymes themselves. 

1. Subunit flrotei ns and Allosteri c Interacti ons 

A large number of enzymes have been found to consist of mqre than 

one polypeptide chain (see Darnall & Klotz, 1972). Some of these" 

oligomeric enzymes catalyze reactions occur~ing at the branch pOint:-~" 
between various metabolic pathways, and their ,activities are thought to 

be modul,ated by interactions between the subunits of the protein in 

response to the binding of compounds unrelated to the substrates or 

products of the reacti on under cata lys is. For exampl e, in blosyntheti c 
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pathways the final product of a whole sequence of reactions often inhibits' 

the first enzYJTe. Accordingly a large amount of unused final product 

can retard its'own further synthesis. This form of control is known 

as feedback inhibition (Umbarger, 1956). 

The modulation of enzymic activity is not limited to inhibition 

by the end products of the same pathway but can be effected by products 

of unrelated pathways. The resulting ,interactions may cause either 

inhibition or activation. 

Such effector compounds usually do not bind at the active site 

of the subunit enzyme but to, an alternate site, or in some cases to a 

special regulatory subunit. This form of control has been designated as 

"allosteric" (Monod & Jacob, 1961; Monod et ~., 1963; from the Greek 

"allo'~ meaning other and "steric" meaning space or site). 

In many cases binding of the substrate to the subunit enzyme 

introduces another form of control. Here interactions between the poly

peptide subunits on substrate binding cause the substrate saturation 

profile to become a sigmoid curve'rather than the normal hy~erbola~ A 

relationship allows a much greater activity response to small 
• 

l sigmoid 

\, changes in substrate concentration. 

The subunit interactions introduced b: the binding Ofosubstrate~ 
are termed homotropic and those introduced by non-substrate effector 

molecules are termed heterotropi c interactions (Monod et ~., 1965). 

The JTechanisms by which these two forms of interaction actually 

influence the catalytic power of an enzyme are s~ill uncertain, however 

two main theories have been proposed (Monod et al., 1965; Koshland et al., . ' -, - --
1966). Both of these hypotheses start from the assumption that the 



, . 

protein subunits can exist in t conformational forms, one with a htgh 

(the R or "relaxed" state) the other with a low (the T or "taut" state) 

,affinity for the substrate. Homotropic interactions are explained by 

3 

the stabilization cif the high affinity'form of the remaining empty sub

units on th~ binding of the first substrate molecule. ~eterotropic 

inhibitors stabilize the low affinity form and activators promote the 

high affinity form. Evidence from the study of hemoglobin shows that 

these assumptions are justified (Perutz, 1970). The difference between 

the two,theories arises from the proposed mode of interaction between the 

protein subunits. According to the scheme of Monod et~. symmetry con

strains the en~ so that all the subunits exist in one of th~ two con-- , 

formations. It follows then that the binding of the first ligand will 
,~ .. . 

convert the whole enzyme to one conformation in a concerted fashion. In 

contrast Koshland et~. (1966) suggest that change of conformation of 

the individuoo1 subunits follows a sequential pattern, the binding of the 

first ligand changing the. affinity for the next ligand by influencing 

nei.ghbouring subunits according to the induced tit hypothesis (Koshl and, 

1959). The binding of a second ligand then produces 'an even hi9her af

finity for a third. The above case has been, termed positive cooperativity 

in that the binding of one ligand promotes the binding of the next. 

Koshland et~. have pointed out that this model also allows negative 

cooperativity, that is the binding of the first ligand decreases the 

affinity of the enzyme for the next ligand. An example of this was found 

in the case of CTP synthetase (Levitzky & Koshland, 1969). The symmetry 

model of Monod et ~. does not predi ct this behaviour .• 

.~ 
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Aspartate transcarbamy1ase (ATCase) from Escherichia coli is 

a multi subunit enzyme whi ch shows both the homotropic and heterotropi c 
LI 

properties described above. Available in large quantities it has 

become one of the best characterized subunit enzymes (for revj(.ws see: 

Jacobson & Stark, 1973; Gerhart, 1970). The mechanism Wh~yi-;;ter-
actions between the various protein subunits modulate the rate of reaction 

, 
is still not understood. The experiments to be described have allowed 

an attempt at a mechanism to be made. 

2. ATCase and Control of Pyrimidine Biosynthesis in Escherichia coli: 

Pyrimidine metabolism in E. coli is regulated by both of the ' - -- . 

control mechanisnis previously described. ATCase has been found to be 

a major regulatory enZYme in this pathway. 
-., 

(a) Control of Enzyme Activity-Feedback Inhibition 

Early in the 1950's the biosynthesis of pyrimidines in 

cultures of f. coli was observed to be greatly suppressed by addition of -- , 
small amounts of uracil or cytosine to the growth medium (Bolton et ~., 

1952; Bolton & Reynard, 1954). Yates and Pardee (1956) then showed 

~ vitro that cytidine and especially cytidine-5'-phosphate were inhibitors 

of carbamyl aspartate formation. The production of this compound from 

aspartate and carbamyl phosphate (Jones et~., 1955) is cata1ysed by 

aspartate transcarbamy1ase (Reichard & Hanshoff, 1956) and is the first 

committed step in pyrimigine biosynthesis (see Fig. 1). 

Later, after Shepherds on and Pardee (1960) had purified ATCase 

to near homogeneity, Gerhart and Pardee (1962) showed that the trinuc1eo-~ 
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Fig. 2 Regul atory"Ci rcui ts,COntroll ing Pyririli dine BiosYrithes is at 
"tf1e'EnzY!!le Level'1n'E; 'coli. 

The heavy open arrows s{gnify the inhibitory action of a 
specific metabolite on one of the enzymes of the pathway. 
From Gerhart (1970). r.edrawn by Jacobson and Stark (1973a). 
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(b) Control of Enzyme Levels 

In addition to the modulation of enzyme activity dis

cUssed above Yates and Pardee (1957) found tha~ the synthesis of ATCase 

was repressed by addition of uracil to the growth medium. This discovery 

was later used by Gerhart and Holoubek 

f.. coli which produces extreinelylarge 

(1967) to isolat1 a strain of 

quantities of Artase. The strain 

. is diploid in the region contalning the c~strons for ATCase and therefore 
/ ' 

produces twi ce the norma 1 amount of enzyme~ under derepressed conditions. 

In addition the bacterium is defective in the gene for oroticdylate decar-
.:7;. 

boxylase (see Fig. 1) and thus grows only slowly in the absences of pyri-

midines. For production of large. amounts of ATCase the ~cteria are grown 

to a certain titer in the ,presence of uracil. Under these conditions ." 

Case synthesis is repressed but cell growth is rapid. Upon depletion 

of the supply of uracil however. ATCase synthesis becomes derepressed. , 

Extremely lar~e amounts of this enzyme then accumulate as reinstitution 
j 

of repression is not possible due to the.mutant form' of orotidylate , 

decarboxylase blocking the remainder of the pyrimidine biosynthesis path-

way. 

The large amounts of ATCase that can be isolated from this mutant 

of f.. coli have allowed 'detailed study of the enzyme by the various 

techniques of enzymology and ·protein~istry. 
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3., Ki neti c an'd Phys i ca 1 Properti es of ATCase 

(a) Kinetic Properties of ATCase 

9 

Working with the pure'enzyme, Gerhart and,Pardee (1962) 

found that the rate of reaction in the presence of saturating carbamyl 

phosphate showed a sigmoidal dependence on the aspartate concentration. 

Such an initial velocity versus aspartate concentr.ation profile is shown 

in Fi g. 3. 

o The heterotropic inhibition by the feedback inhibitor is also 

illustrated as is the activat:lon ,of the enzyme by ATP. As may be 

expected ,the inhibition by C~n be reversed by ATP (Gerhart '& Pardee, 

1962) . 
~, 

The sigmoidicity of the initial velocity profile and the sus

ceptibility to CTP and ATP are characteristic properties of the native 

form of ATcase 

(b) Desensitization of ATCase 

Gerhart and Pardee (1962) also found that treating 

ATCase w~h various mercuria1s or heating it to 60° at low ionic strength 

rendered the enzyme insensitive to CTP inhibition. The initial velocity 

profile of the treated enzyme with respect to aspartate snowed a hyperbolic 

rather than sigmoid dependence. 

Dissociation of the enzyme was suggested as the cause of desensit

ization (Gerhart & Pardee, 1964) and thus focused attention ,on the subunit 

structure of ATCase. 

(c) Elucidation of the Subunit Structure of ATCase 

Compared to most oligomeric enzymes the subunit structure 

of ATCase is complex and therefore re~ained uncertain for some time. 

7 
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6 5 
[Aspartate] mM 

Fig. 3 Initial 'velocitr Profile of'ATCase and Effect of CTP and ATP. 
ATCase activ ty was measured at pH 8.5 by titration assay 

, (See Methods and Materials) at varied aspartate concentrations 
and saturating carbamyl phosphate (5 mM). As indicated squares 
show activity in the presence of CTP (1 mM) and triangles in 
presence of ATP (5 mMJ circles indicate assays with no nucleo
ti des. 

10 

These results are similar to the well-known profiles obtained 
at pH 7.0 by Gerhart and Pardee in 1962 and agree with the recent 

( . data' of Evans et21. (1975) at pH 8.3.. " 

" - i:. • 
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A major breakthrough in I the sol uti on of ,thi s . prob 1 em was the 

discove,ry that the densensitization of ATCase by treatment with para

hydrox,ymercuri.benioate (P.HMB) gave rise to two different subunit SP~ci.s 

(Gerhart & Schachman .' 1965) .. The larger of the two was found to retain 

ttie catalytic activity but gave simple hyperbolic initial velocity 

, kinetics. Also·its catalytic activity was insensitjve to the hetero-
'.' ... 

tropic inhibitor CTP. This species was· termed the catalytic subunit. 

The smaller product, of pHMB dissociation of ATC~~esnowed ho catalytiC ' .. ,. r-
.activity but was found to bind the inhibitor CTP. (Changeux e't ~ ••. ' 

1968). This species has been termed the regulatory subunit. 

Upon removal of the mercurial. the catalyti~ and regulatory 

.subunits were found. to reassbciate spontaneously to form an aggregate 

having all the properties of native ATCase·~ (Gerhart & Schachman •. 1965). 
t ..' 

.1 For several reasons values of the molecular weights of ATCase. 

the constituent subunits and their individual polypeptide chains and 

consequently the number of each.chain in the active enzYme. were un

certain. In 1968 however. the complete sequence of the regulatory sub

unit was published (Weber. 1968b). and a molecular weight of 17.000 waf 

·calculated for the polypeptide. Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis J 
~odium' dodecyl sul ph ate (SOS) gave a similar result. for the regulatory 

polypePJ:ide and a value of 33.000 for the catalytic chain. From these 

data it had to be conCl uded that the native enzyme was an aggregate of 

six catalytic and six regulatory chains. Further X-ray crystal~ographic 

analysis by Wiley and Lipscomb (1968) revealed that the enzyme ~olecule 
had a three fold symmetry axis in addition to the previously discovered' 

two fold axis (Stei,tz et al.. 1967). Such symmetry characteristics are 
J. --

. ,r-
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in agreement with the twelve chain finding of Weber. 

Work from many sources (Table I) has borne out the above model 

and the arrangement of the i ndi vi dua 1 subunits is now known (-Fi g. 4). 

The catalytic subunit is composed of three 33.000 M.W. chains and 

wil.l be' abbreviated as c3. The regulatory subunit is a dimer (r2) of 

17,000 M.W. chains. Na~ive ATcas~ (c~r6' M.W. 300,000) is constructed 

of two cata lyti c subuni ts interposed by three regul atory subunits 

(Fig. 4). This model was first proposed by Markus et ll. (1971) and 

Rosenbusch and Weber (197)a) based on indirect evidence. Electron 

microscopy (see Fig. 5) (Richards & Williams, 1972) and X-ray crystallo

graphy (Wil ey et ll., 1 971; Warren et ll., 1973) 1 ter provi ded strong 
l' 

evidence for this arrangement. 

(d) 

Some of the difficulties experienced in the elucidation' 

of the subunit structure of ATCase were due to the formation of a mercury 

'derivative of the regulatory subunit when the native en~e was dissociated 

. with para-hydroxymercuribenzoate. The nati ve enzyme was found to contai n 

six zinc ions (Gerhart, 1970; Rosenbusch & Weber, 1971a) which are locjlted 

in the regulatory subunits, one per polypeptide chain, (Rosenbusch & 

Weber, 1971b). upon~ociation of ATCase by the above mercurial it 

was found that mercury replaced the zinc ions of the free regulatory 

subunit (Nelback et ll., 1972). This form of the regulatory subunit 

participates in a monomer-dimer equilibrium (Cohlberg et ll., 1972). 

o 

A procedure for displacing these mercuric ions b'y zinc has been described 
. . 

by Nelbach et ll. (1972). The zinc form of r2 shows much less tendency 

to dissociate and re,combi nes much mor& effecti vely wi th cata lyti c subunit 
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. Fig. 4. Recent Models for. Arrangement of ,Subunits in ATCase. 

(i) Models Proposed from Indirect Evidence. 

(i 1) 

(a) Model of Marcus et al. (1971) showing ~he . 
regulatory dimeriUnits between catalytic trimers. 

(b) ,Model of Rosenbusch and Weber"(1971a) showing 
the twofold and threefold axes of symmetry. 
Re~ulatory polypeptides are represented -
by the smaller spheres. 

o 
X-ray Cystallographic Results at 5.5A (Warren et al., 197.3). 

= 

(c) A schematic view of the molecule expanded 
along the threefold axis showing a c,entral 
cavity bounded at the sides by regul atory 
chains and at the top and bottom by 
catalyti c trimers; The dots within the 
catalytic subunits reprhent the position 
of mercury atoms which were introduced 
to aid the study and are thought to be close 
to the active sites. 

(iii) Model from Chemical and Hydrodynamic Studies: 
and Electron Microscopy. 

(d) Model of Cohlberg et al. (1972) who demonstrated 
by chemica.! crosslinking studies that the 
regulatory chains exist as dimers in the 
nati ve enzyme. On the bas i s of hydrodynami c 
data for C6 rS' c3 and r2 and the electron 
micrographs of enrS and c3 of Richards and 
Williams (1972)1see Fig. 5) this detailed 
model was proposed. The regulatory dimers 
are seen as V-shaped rods. As indicated from 
X-ray data the catalytic trimers of cnrs are 
believed to be separated in native ATCase . 

o 
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Fig.,5. Electron Micrographs of ATCase and its Catalytic Subunit. 

, 

, ., 

Preparations of c6r6 (upper) and c3 (lower) ,1 mg/m1 ' 
were negatively stained with potassium phosphotungstate 
(previously adjusted to pH 7) essentially as described 
by Richards and Williams (1972). 

Grids were viewed on a Philips 301 transmission microscope 
using the standard anticontamination device. Photographs 
were taken at a magnification of 110,000x enlarged photo
'graphically, to give a final magnification of 440,OOOx. 

The results are similar to those obtained by Richards 
and Williams (1972). , 

Beside each micrograph is a schematic drawing of the 
proposed structure. 

" 
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than the mercury containing regulatory subunit. The discovery of the . , 

formation of the mercury containing fonn of r2 and its conversion to the 

native zinc Torm were of utmost importance in the work to be presented . 
• 

Recent eleg'ant work using'-sEiveral physical' chemical techniques 

has demonstrated that in c6r6 the zinc binding site on the regulatory 

subunit is close to the catalytic subunit whereas the CTP binding site 

is far removed from both the catalytic chains and the zinc atom. 

(Griffi n et ~ .• 1973; Fan et ~ .• 1975; Matsumato & Hammes. 1975). 

It seems therefore that the zinc ions are involved in the association 

of c3 with r2 and have little to do with the binding of the effector 

molecules CTP and ATP. In fact the above studies ,illustrate the true 

allosteric nature of the action of the heterotropic effector; 

(e) Kinetic Mechanism of ATCase 

During the course of the reaction catalysed by ATCase 
" the two substrates carbamyl phosphate and aspartate are ~ound by the 

enzyme and yield (under physiological conditions irreversibly) the two 
" 

products ca rbamyl aspar~ate and phosphate., Accordi ng to the nomencl ature 

of Cleland (l963a) this is a Bi Bi reaction and it could proceed by one 

of three possible kinetic mechanisms. In fact some controversy has 

arisen as to which mechanism should be assigned to the ATCase reaction. 

The possibility of a Ping Pong mechanism was ruled out by the 

early work of Reichard and Hanshoft (1956) and the case against this 

"----mechan1sm-wasfurtherstrengthened by ,Schaffer and_Stark ,(1972). 

A detailed kinetic study of the catalytic subunit lead Porter 

et~. (1969) to propose ,an ordered mechanism for ATCase --
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where carbamyl phosphate (A) must 5ind before aspartate (B) and carbamyl 

aspartate (P) leaVes before phosphate (Q) .. The absolute assignment of 

the mechanism was 11Owevercompl-(ca,ted by the enzyme's thousand fold greater 

Km for aspartate than -Jor carbamyl phosphate and by the formati on of 

several dead end complexes.-

The case for an ordered mechani sm was strengthened by studi es 

with N-{phosphonacetyl)-L-aspartate (PALA) an analogue of the transition 

state between aspartate and carbamyl phosphate synthesized by Collins & 

Stark (1971). This ~ompound binds very tightly to the enzyme and is a 

competitive inhibitor with carbamyl phosphate and noncompetitive inhibition 

with aspartate even when aspart.ate was present at concentrations many 

fold that of its Km. 

In spite of the evidence outlined above Heyde et 21. (1973) have 

argued convincingly for a Rapid Equilibrium mechanism with ·several dead 

end complexes. Here the order of binding would be random and the 

limiting step in the reaction is the rate of conversion of the ternary 

complex. 

While initial velocity kinetics alone cannot resolve the kinetic 

mechanism of ATCase. a decision between an ordered and a rapid ~quilibrium 

random mechanism is best decided by isotope exchange stUdies at chemical 

equilibrium (Boyer 1959). 
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Although the ATCase reaction is essent'ially irreversible under {"'-

physiological conditions Wedler and Gasser (1974) have used this 

technique in vitro and the results clearly indicate' an ordered 

mechanism. 

The elucidation of the kinetic mechanism of ATCase is an 

jmportant step in the understandi ng of the all osteri c mechani sm gi ving 

the basic reaction on which t subunit interactions act. 

4. A roaches 'to Stud of the Allosteric Pro erties 
of ATCase' on Su t 

As.already described, he ATCase activity profile with respect 

to aspartate concentration is sigmoi:dal (Fig. 3) and the binding of the 

substrate analogue succinate shows a similar'relationship (Changeux 

et ll., 1968). However, the kinetic behaviour of the isolated catalytic 

subunit (c3) and i~s binding of succinate show a normal hy,berbolic "~ 

concentration dependence. Also while the native enzyme responds to 

the effector molecules CTP and ATP, the catalytic subunit itself does 

not. It is known (Changeux et ll., 1968) that CTP binds to the regulatory 

subunit and that this binding is opposed byATP. 
< 

Heterotropic and homotropic interactions are therefore observed 
., 

. only upon association of the different subunits. 

It has been shown (Gerhart & Schachman, 1965) that when the iso

lated c3and r2 subunits of ATCase are mixed in approximately equal 

proportions under the dbrrect conditions they spontaneously reassociate 

to form an aggregate that, has physical and kinetic characteristics in

distinguishable from those of the naf;ve enzyme (c6r6) ;as would be ex-
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pected this reassociation was found to be irreversible. ~ 

The process whereby the ATCase subunits, isolated.!n. vitro, " ' ct' 
will combine to reform the native struct~re would be most liKely to occur 

byway of several intermediates formed by the gradual association of c3 
and r2 units.· A study of the properties of any such intermediate would 

be of great interest as only a portion of the subunit interactions would 

be present while others would not yet have formed. 

(a) ExamPles of' Approaches Previously Used. 

In past work on the tetrameric enzyme rabbit muscle, 

aldolase two approaches were pursued which allowed characterization of 

a normally transient intermediate, namely the active monomeric subunit. 

In the first approach (Chan, 1970; Chan & 'Mawer, 1972) native 

aldolase'~n insoluble matrix (Sepharose 4B) unde; 

conditions such that the enzyme was attached by only one of its subunits 

(Fig. 6a).' Unbound subunits were then washed off by denaturing the 
• 

protein with urea and the remaining polypeptide chains ~ere allowed to 

renature. An active species was ~ound. to renature on the matrix but it 

had properties which differed from those uf the native tetramer in several 

respects particularly its stability to denaturants ,,:nd proteolytic enzymes. 
~ 

This difference in stability compared· with the native enzyme'led 

to 

assembly of a d 

ach for characterizing intennediate species. In the 

(Chan et ~., 1973), it was expected that during the 

course of renat atio. from the completely unfol ded polypepti de chains 
... "---. ----- ......... --- -_ .... -.... ~---.-.-~-- ... - --~ .... -----.-- ... - ............. '-... ...-I..---......... ~ .. 

several intermediates would occur. The renaturation process is envisioned 

as proceeding by the scheme illustrated in Fig. 6b whereby the unfolded 

polypeptide chains refold to form' active monomers which then aggregate 
r 
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(b) Second approach studying intermediate formed during 
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to i rrevers ib ly produce the nati ve tetrameri cform. 

As would be expected from Fig. 6b the' relative amount of the 

intermediate species at any time is very dependent on the tota\protein 

concentration while the rate of chain refolding to form the subunit' 
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is not. Thus by using very dilute enzyme concentrations the aggr~gation 

steps can be retarded. However, the low protein' conceritrations used 

severely limit the technique~ a~lable to study this process. The 
" 

most eas ily measured property under these conditi ons i senzymi cacti vity. 
, , 

An assay was developed whi~h registered only the activi~y o~ 
nati ve a 1 do 1 ase. Thi s was achi eved by the i ncl us i on in the assay ,system 

p 

of a' con~entration of urea (determined from the above matrix studies) 

which did not affect the tetrameric,form of aldolase but completely 

inactivated the monomer. In comparison the standard assay measured 

both the native activity and that of the intermediates. The way was 
• l . ,', 

then open to look at the occurence of intermediates in solution. 

While matrix-bound enzyme studies have yielded interesting results ' 
,-

with ATCase (Chan, 1974) the work presented here is the result of following 

the ,second approach. 

The search for partially, reassembled forms of ATCase was in , 
sevdral ways similar to the above exa,mple of aldolase. Here however the -

',' starting materials were the isolated catalytic and regulatory subunits , ' 

rather than denatured polypeptide chains. AS,the formation Q.f,the c6r6 
, -. 

structure is known to be irreversible the longevity of intermediates was 
.-._------ " .. --.-------- .---_._-- ----"------------ -------._----- - _.---_._--

expected to be enhanced (i) by keeping the total protein concentration 

as low as possible, (ii)by mixing a large excess of one subunit with 

the other. 

'. 
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(b) Detection of Intermediates 

Because low concentrations of enzyme were to be used 

'" 

} 
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enzyme activity was again chosen as the detection system. The difference 

between the initial velocity profiles of the 'isolated catalytic subunit 
, 

and nati ve ATCase and the 1 ack of action by the effectors CTP and ATP 

on c3 allow easy differentiation between these tl'!O species. It was 
.. r;' 

expected that any i ntermedi ates foi:med woul d h(Qe acti vity profiles 
, " 

intermediate and perhaps quite different to those of c3 and c
6

r
6 

although 

it was not possible to predict these prop~rties at the out~et. 

Using the procedUres outlined above it was found that a reasse

m~lY intermediate (c
3

r6) cou)d be detected. 

~istinctive kinetic properties and could be 

This complex showed'quite 
, 

stabilized by maintaining a 
, <-

fairly high ratio of. r 2to c3. Under these conditions charfterization 

of the intermediate was experimentally feasible. Because this complex 

contained only part of "the subunit contacts preser\t_ in the native enzyme, 

its properties provided insight into the allosteric mechanism of intact 

ATCase. In this thesis evidence will be presented demonstrating thaf 
o 

the intermediate formed under the conditions described is most likely to 

have the structure>], c3r6 . The nature of the complex and -its formation 

and breakdown will also be di scussed. Fi na lly the results wi 11 be 

discussed in relation ~o the allosteric mechanism of ATCase. 

, . 

o 
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II. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

A. Methods 

1. Preparation of ATCase 

The strain of ~. coli specially prepared for the pro

duct~6n of ATCase (Gerhart & Holoubek, 1967) was kindly provided by 

Dr. J.C. Gerhart, UniversUy of California. The cells were grown either 

in a 200 litre batch at the Unjversity of Toronto or in a 800 litre batch 

at the research fermenting facil Hi es of John Li\batt Ltd., London, Ontari 0, 

following the procedure of Gerhart & Holoubek (1967). 

The·enZYme was isolated as described by Gerhart and Holoubek 
. , 

(1967). The purification is a seven-step procedure. involving ammonium 

sulphate fractionation of the disrupted cell suspension followed by a 
., 

72° heat precipitation step, further ammonium sulphate treatment and 

column chromatography on DEAE:?ephadex. The peak fractions were ·then 

submitted ~o two low ionic strength precipitations at low pH. The enzyme 
, 

was stored in 40 mM potassium phosphate at pH 7.0 containing 2 mM 2-

mercaptoethanol and 0.2 mM EDTA. 
o 

~ The purified enZYme had high specific activity (see sect~on 3c) 

an~ single 'peak on cellulose acetate electrophoresis· (Fig. 7). 

As reported by Nelbach et~. (1972) on storage the native 

nzy~ tends to form ~ small amount of aggregate. Fig. 8 shows the 

of SeilhadexJi200 chromatography of a four month o.ld sample. Th~ 

smal ak eluting in the void volume 'was found to have the same ultra-
. ~, 

violet ab!O)rption spectrum and pH ATCaseactivHy profile in 25 mM aspar-. 

26 
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preparation were taken and the radioactivity measured to determine the 

concentration of aspartate which was then adjusted 'to the required 

value. usually 50 mM. 

Thi s procedure lowered the background to 0.3% of the counts 

in freshly purifi~d aspartate but the figure tended to increase upon 

storage. Due to slow decomposition samples were stored at _20°. 

{ii} Assay Procedure 

33 

Unless specified otherwise. the reaction was 

conducted in Tris acetate buffer {0.2 M. pH 8.5} containing 2-mercapto

ethanol {20 roM} and BSA"{SO Ilg/ml}. The enzyme was preincubated at 25° 

in this buffer {final volume 0.5 ml} together with labelled aspartate of 

sufficiently high specific activity to give at least 3500 cpm in the 

. assay. The rl.!action was initiated by the addition of carbamyl phosphate 

{4 mM} and terminated with 0.1 ml 1 M phosphoric· acid. The reaction 

mixture {final pH 2.S} was then applied to Pasteur,pipette columns, 

containing .dkberlite CG-120 {100-200 mesh} in the H+· form and the columns 

were washed twice with 1 ml aliquots of 0.2 M.acetic acid. The eluant 

and washings were collected directly in scintillation vials. Without 

further treatment. scintillation fluid was added to the samples and 

radioactivity was determined. The measured cpm was corrected by sub

straction of blank values obtained as above but with the omission of 

carbamyl phosphate. This compensated for background radioactivity and 

remaining small amounts of impurities, in the aspartate preparation. 

When the c3r6 complex was assaye1 it was necessary also to correct 

for the small amounts of enzymically active material present as conta~inants 

in the r2 preparation since a large excess of r2 {50 Ilg/ml} was used. 

" 
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In radioactive assays. r2 was added to c3 30 se'conds before the 

start of the assay to minimize possible conversion to c6r6. Control 

.experiments showed that linearity with time was obtained and therefore 

no significant conversion took place. 

(iii) Radioactivity Estimation 

Radioactivity was determined by liquid 

scintillation counting at room temperature in 2~ the Triton X1l4 

and xylene mixture (1:3, v/v) described by And/rson and McClure (1973) 

containing 3 g 2.5-diphenyloxazole and 0.2 g P~lS[2-(5-PhenY10XaZ01Yl)J
benzene per liter. The maximal aqueous sample used was 2.6 ml which when 

mixed with the scintillation fluid. gave a clear solution. Counting 

efficiency was approximately 36% for tritium. 

a quenched standard was always included. 

In each series of assays 

'Ce) Unit of Activity and'Specific Activity of ATCase 
Preparation 

A unit of activity is defined here as the amount 

of enzyme conv!!rting 1 llmole of aspartate into carbalT1Y1 aspartate per 

minute at 25°. Using this definitiQn. the specific activity of 'purified 

enzyme ranged be~ween 105-130 U/mg at 15 roM aspartate and 4 mM carbamyl 

phosphate in 40 mM potassium phosphate pH 7.0. This specific activity 

corresponds to 7300-9200 U /mg using the units defined by Gerhart and 

Holoubek (1967) and indicates preparations of high purity. Comparison'"" 

between the titrimetric and radioactive methods of assay was only possible 

at pH B.S. Similar activities were obtained at low aspartate concentra

tions. At higher aspartate concentrations. (e .g'. 30 roM) theactivlty 
-._/ ..---. 

measured ~lith the radioactive assay amounted to 001y-63% of that 
---------------- ,~ 

• 
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detennined by titration probably due to inhibition by buffering 

·ions (Bethell et 21., 1968). 

·For ease of comparison between the various fonns of ATCase, 
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activity is always expressed in units/I'g c3. Accordingly 1 I'g of native .. 

ATCase is considered to contain 0.67 I'g c3, the remainder of the protein 

consisting of enzymically inactive regulatory subunits. 

4. Protein Estimation 

Protein concentrations were generally 

detennined from the absorbance of the solution at 280 nm. Values of 

absorbance for 1 mg/m1 solutions (1 ~ path length) were taken as 0.59 

for ATCase, 0.72 for the catalytic subunit and 0.32 for the zinc 

regulatory subunit (Ne1bach et a1., 1972). Protein measurements were 
c~ .. --

also made using the methods of Lowry et 21. (1951) or Bucher (1947) .. 
and each method was standardized against the absorbance method. 

5 . pH P rofi 1 es 

The following b~ffers were used for assays 

at different pH values: pH 6-7, imidazole acetate; pH 7-9, Tris 

acetate; pH 9-10, ethanolamine acetate; and pH 10.3-10.7, triethylamine 

acetate. The assays were conducted using the radioactive method described 

above with 0.2 M of the appropriate buffer. The 2-mercaptoethano1 and 

un1 abell ed aspartate we·te titrated to the requi red pH before additi on 

to the assay mixture. When activities were ·detennined in 50 mM 

aspartate, 8 mM carbamyl phosphate was used so that an adequate yield of 

carbamyl aspartate could be obtained while maintaining carbamyl phosphate 

saturati on. . 

\ 
\. 
~ 
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6. Sucrose Density Gradients 

Linear 5-20% sucrose gradients were made 

according to Martin and Ames (1961), each gradient (4.6 ml) containing 

0.2 M Tris-acetate pH 8.5,20 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, BSA,50 Ilg/ml anq 

for certain runs also 50 Ilg r2/ml. Enzyme samples (50 or 75 Ill) were 

centrifuged for 9 hours at 47,000 rpm in a Beckman SW 50.1 rotor on a 

L2-65B ultracentrifuge; temperature was maintained at 3-4°. The tubes 

were then punctured and 3 drop fractions (~ 0.17 ml) were collected. 

The activities of the fractions were determined using the radioactive 
i ' 

assay by adding the appropriate amount of substrate and effectors in 

10 III to aliquots from the gradients (50 Ill), and incubating at 25°. 

The reaction was terminated by the addition of 0.5 ml 0.2 M phosphoric 

acid to make up for the smaller volume in the assay. 

The linearity of the grad~nts ,W!S checked by measuring the 

:efrac~e index of the fractions using a Bausch and Lomb Abbe re

fractometer. 

7. Assay of Marker Enzymes of Known S20,w' 

36. 

Enzymes used in sucrose gradients were 

estimated by continuous spectrophotomeric assay carried out'at 25° using 

either a Gilford Model 2000 density convertor ~onnected ,to a Beckman 

DU monochrometer and a self balancing recorder or a Cary 118 spectro-

photometer. • 

(a) Bovine liver catalase was assayed 

by the' decrease in absorbance at 240 nm due to hydroge'n peroxi de 

utilization (Beers & Sizer, 1952). 

• 



(b) f. coli alkaline phosphatase 

was assayed at 410 nm by following the increase in absorbance due to 

the production of o-nltropheno 1 from o-nitropheny1 phospha te (Garen &. 

Levintha1, 1960). 

(c) Yeast alcohol dehydrogenase,was 

assayed at }40 nm following the production of NADH from the oxida~on 

of ethanol by NAD (Vallee &. Hoch, 1955). 
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(d) Rabbit muscle aldolase was 

assayed at 340 nm fo110wing'the decrease in absorbance due to depletion 

of NADH i~an auxiliary reaction. Fructose diphosphate is cleaved 

by aldolase to glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate, 

and the latter is converted to glycera1delyde 3-phosphate by triose 

phosphate isomerase. The reduction of glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate 

and concomitant oxidation of NADH is then catalyzed by a-glycerophosphate 
o 

dehydrogenase (Racker, 1947). 

8. Analysis of Kinetic Data 

The original data were fitted to various 

~equations using the computer programs of Cleland (1963b, 1967) or 

modifications of these. , 

Appendix 1 shows the basic program modified for fitting 

the equation for substrate inhibition, and the results obtained from a 

sample data set. :The programs were run on a Hewlett Packard 3000 computer. 

) 

I 
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Data was also analyzed using the program KINET (Dye &. Nicely • 
..r--

1971). This non-linear curve' fitting program was kindly provided by 

Or. J.L. Dye. Michigan State Univers'ity and was ruo on a CDC 6400. 

computer. --- -. .---------

Al'though it has been shown that the double reciprocal plot 

(Lineweave'r &. Burk. 1934) is not statistically sound (Hofstee. 1952; 

Wilkinson. 1961; Eisenthal &. Cornis·h-Bowden. 1974). th.is repfesentation 

of kinetic data is the form normally used. In this work the data are most 

often presented as double reciprocal plots. however. estimation of 

kinetic·constants·was carried,out by the above numerical 'procedures on 

the untransformedidata. 
c 

• 

I 
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B. Materials 

1. Chemi cal s 

All chemicals, where possible,. were reagent grade. Ultra 

pure sucrose from Schwartz Mann was used in the sucrose density gradients. 

Triton Xl14 was a product of Rohm and Haas. 

Dilithium carbamyl phospha~e, NAD, NADH, p-nitrophenylphosphate, 

fructose-l,6-diphosphate, and bovine serum albumin (BSA) were purchased 
". 

/ . 

from Sigma Chemical Co .. CTP was obtained from P.L.Biocnemicals and 

AT~ from Calbiochem. 

L-aspartic acid 2,3 3H (N) (24 ci/mmole) and,14C L-aspartic 

acid (U) (2Q8 mci/mmole) were products of New England Nuclear. 

2. Enzymes -

Bovine 11vertatalase, S. coli alka1ine phosphatase, and 

a mixture of a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase with triose phosphate iso

merase were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co,. Yeast alcohol dehydrogenase 
-.,:. 

was purchased from Worthington. Rabbit muscle aldolase was prepared by 

Mr. D.K.K. Chong in this laboratory according to Taylor et~. (1948). 

I.. 

• 
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II 1. RESULTS 

~for Po~sib1e intermediate species i~ the assembly 

of ATCase from c3 and .r2 was begun by incubating a dilute concentration 

of c3 in the presence of excess r2. Because the detection system used 

was the measurement of enzyme activity the lack of ATCase activity from 

'the regulatory subunit makes it possible to use arbitrarily high con-, 
centrations of r2 and at the same time allows the detection of very low 

concentrations of c3. 

1. Initial Experiments 

. In one of the first experiments reassociation of subunits was 

initiated by mixing an ex~ess of r2 (100_~g/m1) with either 50 or 10 ~g/m1 
'. . 

c3. At various times a1iquots from the reassociation mixtures were with-

drawn and thei r acti viti es me,i\sured usi ng the radi oacti ve assay. To de
IJ 

tect the appearance of possible intermediates three assay conditions were 

used. 

(a) pH 7.0 

(b) pH 7.0 plus CTP 

(c) pH 8.5 

All assay mixtures contained a nonsaturating concentration of aspartate. 

The pH of 7 was the normal assay condition (Gerhart & Pardee. 1962). 

It was felt that the difference betwee.n the first two conditions would 

show whether a quick onset of heterotropic effects took place on mixing of 

the subunits. 

40 
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The study ~t pH 8.5 w~s undertaken bec~use·~t this pH ~nd non-
. , 

saturating asp~rtate levels, the specific activity of c6r6 is very much 

lower th.an thilt of c3 (Gerhart & Pardee, 1964). If any partially re-· 

associ ated speci es had properti~~ i ntermedi ate between those of c3 and 

c6r6 it was expected th~tthey would be easier to detect at pH 8.5 

than at pH 7. The results (Fig. 9) are plotted as a percentage of the 

. activity of the' c3 initially added; In separate experiments it was 

found that no furt~s took place after 4-5 hr: 

41 

~t pH 7 both with an~ithout CTP a gradual decrease 

is seen, this decrease was more~id at the 1:2 c3/r2 ratio; 

in acti vity 

a ratio 

at which c6r6 formation (Gerhart & Schachman, 1965) was known to occur. 

A lower c3 1ev'e1 simply seemed to allow slower reassociation. After 

complete reassociation (5 hr) the activity differences seen by assay 

with and without CTP show that the heterotropic. effects are regained . 
. ' \\ 

At pH 8'ft~ result was different. Again at a high c3 con-

centration a~pid fall in activity was seen, however at,a low .c3 level 

(10 \lg!ml) ~his/fallwas preceded by aris~ i~ activity. This increase 

in.activity at pH 8.5 can only be explained by the formation of a new 

species of ATCase as the activity is higher than that of c3 under these 

assay ·conditions, whereas the final product of reassoti,ation (c6r6) has 

lower activity than c3. 

Although evidence of a new form of the enzyme was indicated by 

the above experiment at pH 8.5, its existance under the conditions used 

was only transitory. This was probabiy due to the re1ative1y'high 

concentration.of catalytic subunit (10 ~g/m1) used. 
\ 
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Fi g. 9. Reassociation of c3 and r2. Mixtures of 50 "g/ml 
c3 ~nd 100 ~g/ml r2 (squares} or 10 "g/ml c3 and 100 
"g/ml r2 (circles) were allowed to reassociate in 
40 mM potassium phosphate pH 7 containing 20 mM 
2-mercaptoethanol at 25°C. ' 

(~At the time indicated aliquots were withdrawn 
" and assayed by _ the radi oacti ve procedures in 

Ca) 40 mM potassium phosphate pH 7 containing 
20 mM 2-merca:ptoethanol, 100 mg/ml BSA and 
20 mM aspartate, 4 -rrM carbaniYl phosphate 

(b) the same as Ca} but a 1 soin the presence of 
0:2,,:mM CTP. 

1,_, 

(c) the same as Ca} except that 40 mM Tris acetate 
pH 8.5 was used instead of 40 mM potassium 
phosphate pH 7. 

o 

• 

• 
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Fig. 10. Reassociation Intermediate Formation Detected During Assay.' 
c3 0.05 ~g/ml was assayed 1nO.2 M Tr1s acetate pH 8.5, 
containing 20 mM merc~ptoethanol, 50 ~g/ml BSA, 2 mM . 
potassium aspartate [3Hl and 4 mM carbamyl phosphate. 
At the times indicated 100 ~l aliquots were withdrawn 
and treated as described for the radioactive assay 
in Methods and Materials section. The arrow represents 
the introduction of r~ to give a final concentration 
of 20 llg/ml. . 

44 
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Instead of taking aliquots from a reassociation mixture and 

assaying these, it was deci.ded to allow the reassociation to take place 

in the assay mixture itself, take outa1iquots from this and separate 

the products of the reaction by the u'sua1 manner. In this way a very 

low concentration of catalytic subunit (0.05 ~g/m1) could be used., 

After recording the rate of reaction with c3 alone at pH 8.5 a large 

excess of r2 was added (Fig: 10). Directly after this addition a 

large increase in activity was seen and the rate continued 1inearily. 

Under these conditions therefore, the species exhibiting increased. 

activity appeared to be stabilized. 
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For further work a continuous assay technique seemed to be more 

convenient than the tedious sampling method. The titrimetri c assay was 

therefore used to further characterize this phenomenon. 

2. Initial Characterization of the Intermediates 

An increase in activity is seen after addition of r2 to the c3 

assay (F~. 10). This increase seemed to be dependent on the excess 

of r 2 over c3. It is possible thereJore that complexes with the 

structure c3rn where n is 2,4 or 6, are forming and that at high r 2 

concentrations a full complement of three r2 subunits add to each c3. 

subunit to produce c3r6 (Fig. 118). This complex, a "truncated" form 

of the native enzyme (Fig. 11A) would be expected to be stable at high 

r 2 concentrations as no free c3 would be available to add to it to 

complete the cSr6 structure. 
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Fig. 11. 

(A) (8) 
~ 

Re~resentations of ATCase and the c3r6 Compl~x. 
Sc ematic representation Qf the structure of native 
aspartate transcarbamylase (A) and the proposed 
c3r6 complex (B). 
Dashed lines represent noncovalent interactions . 

. ( From Chan & Mort. 1973). 
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I~ tnis line of re~soning is correct then the activation of c3 
by r2 se'n in Fig. 10 should reach ~ s~tur~ting level above which further 

addition of regulatory subunits has nO'effect, reflecting the comple~ing' 

of ~ll r2 accepting sites on the c3 subunits. The activity of a mix

ture of c3 and a less saturating concentration of r2 would however,. be 

expected to f~ll with time due to re'association of the r2 and c3 to 

form c6r6. The native enzyme has been shown to remain associated at 

very low dilution (Schacnman & Edelstein, 1966) so reassociation to 

c6r6 is an irreversible step. , 

The continuous titrimetric assay of Wu and Hammes (1973) allowed 

these. proposals to be evaluated. 

(~) Saturation 

The ~ctivation caused by several independently tested 

concentrations of r2 is shown in Fig. 12. A saturating value was 

attained at 30-40],lg r2/ml: When the initial slopes were plotted 

against the r2 concentration (Fig. 13) a hyperbolic relationship was 

found. This suggested that the activation of the catalytic subunit is 

~ simple binding function. 

The following results from control experiments show the 

specificity of the ~ctivation effect. 

(i) No signific~nt activity was found in the r2,preparation 

under these assay conditions • 

. , (ii) The presence of the BJA added to stabi.lize the c3 
(Porteret'll., 1969) could be eliminated in short term experiemnts with

out changing the results'. -
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Saturation of c~r2.· The first minute shows 

4 

the reaction rate of c3 (1.5 ~g/m1) measured by 
the standard titration assay at pH ·8.5 with 2·mM 
aspartate and 5 mM carbamYl phosphate. In separate 
experiments different amounts of r2 were then added. 
The curves for the various r2 concentrations have been 
superimposed. . 
(From Chan &.Mort. 1973). 
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Fig. 13. The Initial Activation Relative to rZ Concentration. 
The rates immediately after the addition of r2 
(obtained from Fig. 12) expressed as the percent 
increase. in activity above the rate due to c3 
alone is plotted against the concentration"of r2 
present. 
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(iii) Addition of r2 to a preparation of c6r6 caused 

no increase in activity. 

Further r2 saturation studies were carried out in the presence 

of 6, mM and 15 mM aspartate. Again activation was seen, increasing 

50 

to maximum value at 30-40 1l9/m1 r2. In these cases however the activation 
, ~. 

at saturation was 2.1 fold and 1.3 fold respectively. These ,are the 

characteristics expected if the c3r6 complex has a much 'lower Km for 

aspartate than c3• 

(b) Rate of Formation of the Complex· 

In addition to illustrating a saturation phenomenon 

the results presented in Fig. 12 also indicate that the association of 

'*' c3 and rZ subunits is so rapid that the rate of complex formation cannot 

be detected by the continuous assay ~ystem. The 'increase in activity 

after addition of r2 was instanteneous even at the lowest concentration 

of r2 tested. 

(c) Effect of the Allosteric Modifier CTP on r2 Saturation 

As CTP is known to bind to the regulatory subunit 

(Changeux et ~'" 1968) conformational changes induced by this nucleotide' 

might be expected, to alter both the activity properties of the complex 

and the affinity of r2 for c3 and thus the r2 saturati~n profile: 

The saturation curve shown in Fig. 13 was obtained using the 

titration assay (1.5 llg/m1 c3). At low concentrations of r2 a linear 

activity response is seen only directly after addition of regulatory 

subunit; therefore evaluation of small changes in the catalytic activity 

after r2 addition is not accurate by this method. The sensitivity of 

the radioactive assay technique allows the use of extremely low c3 levels. 

( 

1, 
i 
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Fig. 14. Effect of. CTP on r2 Saturation. The activities of c3 
(0.075 ~g7ml) assayed by the radioactive method in 
the presence of various concentratiorls of rz at pH 8.5 
with 2 mM aspartate and 4 mM carbamyl phospnate. 
Open Circles denote no further additions. Closed 
circles denote assay in the presence of 1 mM CTP. 
Linearity of assay wascheck.ed by taking several 
time points ~s in Fig. 11. Percent increase in 
activity above the c3 rate is plottedagainst·the 
r2 concentration present. 
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(0.075 pg/ml) where the activity after addition of low r2 concentration 

remained linear. 

Regulatory subunit saturation of c3 with and without eTP is shown 

1n Fig. 14. Surprisingly eTP was found to have little effect on the 
r 

activity of the complex. nor did it seem to change the shape of the 

satura-t'ionprofil e. Chan (1975aJ has found that nei ther ATP nor change 

-in aspartate concentration affects the saturation profile significantly. 

(d) Reassociation to c6r6 at Non-Saturating r2 Concentrations ~7 . 
In the presence of high r2 concentrations an inter

mediate between the catalytic and regulatory subunits is formed which 

~ems to be stable during the time of the assay as judged by the linear 

activity response (Fig. '10. and Fig. 12 at saturating levels of r2). 

At nonsaturating r2 levels however. an increase in a(tivity is still 

observed on addition of the regulatory subunit but with time the assay 

profiles curve off indicating a gradual lowering of activity. This is 

to be expected for under these conditions reassociation to c6r6 should 

be possible and at the low aspartate concentration used in these studies c6r6 
has a much lower specific activity than either c3 or the c3r6 complex: 

In order to demonstrate that reassociation to c6r6 was indeed occurring 

'at non-saturating r2 levels the activity profiles were studied over 

a more extended time course (Fig. 15). 

A non-satu\ating concentration ofr2 (2.5 pg/ml) was added to 

c3 (0.75 pg/ml) and the activity profile was ·again measured using the 

continuous titrimetric assay (Fig. 15. curve A). An' increase in 

activ"ity resulted as before which was less than the maximum produced 

at saturating r2 levels (line C) .. However. as the time of assay in:: " 

\-

4 
" .'; 

:~ 
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Fig. 15 .. Interaction Between c3 and Non-Saturating r;> over an Extended 
Tlme. The first seven minutes show the rate due to c3 alone 
measured by the standard titrator assay at pH 8.5 with 6 mM 
aspartate. . 

Regulatory subunit was added as indicated by the arrow. 
The results of five experiments have been superimposed. 
The conditions were:· . 

A. c3' 0.75 ~g/ml. r2,2.5 ~g/ml 

B. c3 0.75 ~g/ml.no r2 
C. c3 0.75 ~g/ml. r2 37.5 ~g!ml 

,or c3 0.07.5 ~g/ml. r2 37.5 ~g/ml 

(r D.c3 0.075 ~g/ml. r2 2.5 ~g/ml 

When the 'c3 concentration was 0.75 ~g/ml the carbamyl 
'phosphate concentration was 5 mM and the titrant contained 

\ 

40 filM NaOH .and 40 mM aspartate; while when the c3 concentration ~, 
was 0 .075 ~glml the concentration of all these components was J 
reduced 10 fold. Base uptake is therefore expressed as 
~moles per ~g c3 to allow comparison between experiments 
at the different c3 concentrations. " . 

(From Chan & Mort. 1973). 

\: 
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creased the activity at non-saturating r 2 gradually decreased (curve A). 

After 30 minutes the rate of reaction had decreased to well below that of 

S3 (line B) the assay of which remained essentially linear over this period. 

If at this time the sp~cies present are either c6r5 or forms with the 

ac!ivity characteristics of c3r6 then it was estimated that after the 

thirty minute period iilustrated in Fig. 15, curve A, 90% of ,the c3 had_ 

\ 

been converted t6 c6r6 . (From separate experiments it was found tha~ 

der these assay conditions c6r6 had ~ speCific' a'ctivity equal to one ~ 
quarter that of c3, measured in unit~,t.\!.9. c3oas' described in Methods and 

Materials, Section 3c). As expected at a saturating concentration of r2 

there was almost no tendency to curve off (line C). This is presumably 

due to the complex.~of all c3 subunits into the form c3r6 from which it 

is difficult to see how reassociation to c6r6 woul be possible. 

As a further test of the proposal that the gradual lowering .of 

activity at rton-saturating r 2 concentrations is ~u~ to reassociation to 

c6r6 , the effect of a much lower c-\concentration was studied. Formation 

of c6r5 from c3, and r2 would be expet~to show a second order de

pendence on c3 so lowering the c3 concentration should greatly slow 

fhe rate of reassociation. When the c3 level was redu~ed ten fold 

(0.075 ~g/ml) a saturating level of r2 gave an activity profile super

impossible with that 'at the higher c3 concentration (curve C, note that 

the Y-axis of Fig. 15 is adjusted to 'the c3 concentration used): 'However, 

when the same non-saturating level of r2 was used (2.5 ~g/ml) the, 

tendency of the activity to curve off was much reduced although still 
c- .~, 

present (curve D). Thus, as e*pected, reassociation is possible but ., 
its rate is much reduced. 

" 



, 
(e)' Effect of CTP on the Reassociated Product 

If the reason for the gradual decrease in 

with time upon mixing c3 with a non-saturating,level of r2 

56 

in Fig. 15, curve A.is the gradual formation of c6r6 then it wou~d be 

expected that at later times on curve A the activity should ~-{uscePtibl 
~, , IV 

to inhibition by CTP. As already described c3 itself is not(5~ificantlY 

inhibited by this nucleotide and the results presented in Fig. 14 show 

that the c3r6 complex is simil,arly unresponsive. 

"\ .;r A'mixture of c3(0.75 \lg/ml} and r2(1.5 \lg/ml } was allowed to 
,./ 

reassociate under similar conditions to those shown in~ig. 15. curve A. 

After 16 minutes CTP (previously adjusted to pH 8.5) was added to the 

assay to give a final concentration of 0.4 rrM (Fig. 16, lower curve). 

The experiment was then repeated with the excErption that water was added J 
to 'the reaction after 16 minutes instead of CTP (Fig. 16, upper curve). 

The assay curves were identical until the additions were made. At this 

o point"a significant inhtbition of the reaction rate was seen by CTP. 

Of the ca~alytic species discussed above only c6r6 is knbwn to be re

sponsive to CTP., Additi ona 1 E:vi dence is therefore pravi ded that after 

activation of c3 by nonsaturating r2 levels there is reassociation of 

the subunits to form the native structure. c6r6 . 
~. ' 

(f) 
, \ 

Effect of,CTP on the Reassociation Process 

In addition to studying the effect of the allosteric 

inhibitor CTP on the r2 saturation profile and consequently on the 

act i vity of the c3r 6 complex it was also of interest to fi nd out 
\ 

II'hether CTP influences the reassociation process at non-saturating r2 

.-
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Fig. 16. the Product of Reassociation. A mixture of 
c3 O. 5 ug m n ~ .5 ug m was a owed to reassociate 
under the condit ons described in fig. 15. The figure __ 
represents the superimposition of two experiments of which 
only the final portions are presented. At the time indicated 
by the arrow CTP (previously adjusted to pH 8.5) waS added to 
give a final concentration of 0.3 rrt-I. This gave rise to the 
lower curve. In the other experiment at the time indicated 
by t.he arrow a volume of water similar to that of the CTP 
used above was added; This gave the upper curve. 
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+CTP ImM 

10 Time (mi n.) 40 50 

Effect of CTP on Reassociation. A mixture of c1 (0.75 ~g/ml) 
and r2 (3119!ml) was allowed to reassociate _as Qescribed in 
Fig. lS-except that 2 mM aspartate was used. The figure 
represents the superimposition of two experiments. As 
indicated one assay mixture contained CTP (1 mM) the other 
was a control with no CTP. 
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levels. The result of the presence of 1 mM CTP in the reassociation 

mixture is shown in Fig. 17. After addition of r2 the catalytic rate 

is unaffected by the presence of the nucleotide. ,Although it wa's 

observed in Fig. 16 that the product of reassociation (c6r6) is in

hibited by CTP. the curve for reassociation with CTP present at the 

beginning of the process (Fig. 17. upper curve) shows less of a tendency 

to decrease than the control reaction with no CTP (Fig. 17. lower curve). 

If CTP had no effect on the reassembly of subunits then a much lower 

final activity than the control would be seen. Thus while CTP seems 

to have 1 ittle effect on the fonnati.on and the activity f, e c3r6 
complex. this modifier significantly 

of c3 and r2 to fonn c6r6. 

ssociation 

Because CTP has two effects in the above study (slowing down 

the reassociation process and inhibiting the c6r6 fonned) this finding 

is only qualitative. Further and more 'accurate work (Chan 1975a) in 

which samples were withdrawn from the reassociation mixture at various 

time intervals and assayed separately has confinned this finding and 

has shown that ATP similarly retards reassociation. 

,-",,,\ 

3. Pflysico-Chemical Characterization of the Complex and the 
Reassoc1 ation Products. , 

The kinetic data already,presented indicate that a complex 

between c3 and saturating concentrations of r2 is stable over an ex-

, tended assay period. It was therefore expected that further character

ization of the complex would'be possible by zonal centrifugation in a 

sucrose density ,gradient if the gradient itself contains a saturating 

) 



concentration. of r2 to stabilize the complex during centrifugation. 

As r 2 is a small protein (2.85) it sediments slowly. A uniform 

·concentration of r2 throughout the sucrose density gradient would 

thus ensure that the c3' whose own sedimentation coefficient (5.85) 

was expected to be increased by the fonnationo.f'the complex, would 

at all times during the run encounter saturating levels ·of r2. 

A similar strategy can be used to analyze the products of 

reassociation of c3 at nonsaturating concentrations of r2 in tenns 

of c3 containing (c3r2, c3r4 and c3r6) arid c6 containing (c6r2 ( 7). 

c6r4 and c6r6) species;· 

(a) Sedimentation Coefficient of the Complex. 
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The sedimentation pattern obtained when a mixture , 

of 0.037 ~g c3 and 25 ~g r2 is sedimentated in a gr~dtent containing 

50 ~9/m1 of r2 is shown in Fig. 1Sa. The only major activity peak is 

)ocatedintennediate between the positi~ns observed for c3 and c6r6 
.under similar conditions (Fig. 18b). Naturally in order to observe 

the position of c3 the gradient shown in Fig. 18b contained no r 2. 

Throughout these experiments rabbit muscle aldolase was used as an 

internal marker; control gradients showed that aldolase had no measurable. 

effect on the sedimentation of the species under study. The inclusion 

of the regulatory subunit in the gradient similarly had no effect on 

the sedimentation rates of either c6r6 .or the aldolase marker. 

In addition to the peak of activity seen in Fig. 18a, small 

amounts of activity were seen at the bottom of the gradient. A control 

experiment (see Section 3d) indicated that this activity was due to small 

contaminating amounts of en~ present in the r2 p,reparation. 
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Fig. 18.' Sedimentation of Various 'Forms of ATCase in Sucrose'Density 
Gradients. 

(a) A sample of the c3r6 complex produced by mixing 
0.037 ug c3,and 25 1-19 ~ in 50 1-11 of buffer, pH 8.5 and 
containing 22 1-Ig aldolase (as an internal marker) was 
centrifuged in a gradient containing 50 1-Ig/ml r2' Circles: 
ATCase activity assayed in 6 mM aspartate. Squares: the 
position of. marker proteins determined in separtate 
experiments. 

1 Native ATCase 11.7 S (Gerhart & Schachman, 1965) 
2 Bovine liver catalase n.3 S (Tanford & Lovrien, 1962) 
3 Rabbit ,muscle aldolase 8.0 S (Kawahara & Tanford,'1966) 
4 Yeast alcohol dehydrogenase 7.6 S (Kuff et al., 1955) 
5 E. coli alkaline phosphatase 6.0 S (Appleoury & 

Coleman, 1969) , 
(6) ATCase catalytic subunit 5.8 S (Gerhart & Schachman, 

1965) , 
The arrow indicates the position of the internal marker, 
al dol ase. 

(b) Native ATCase (2 ~g) and,c3 (0.15 1-Ig) centrifuged under 
similar conditions except that no ~ was present in the 
gradient and ATCase aSsays were conaucted at.25 mM as- ' 
partate. As abo\(e the arrow.indicates the position of the 
internal marker aldolase. 

(From Mort & Chan, 1975) 

, 
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To estimate the sedimentation constant of the complex, 
, 0 

calibration runs were carried out'with enzymes of known S20'w. 

As expected a linear relationship between S value and the position of 

the marker in the gradient was found. From this line (Fig.,lBa) a 

sedimentation coefficient of 7.7 S is obtatned for the complex. This 

value is somewhat less than that expected for a complex with a molecular 

weight of 200,000, however this may be due to the nonspherical shape, 

and u~usual hydration probably associated with'the c3r6 complex. (see 

Discussion and Mort & Chan, 1975). 

A demonstration that the complex contained the maximal number 

of regulatory subunits was provided by centrifuging a sample of the 

complex through a gradient containing 100 ug/ml r2 rather than 50 ug/~l 

r2 as used in Fig. 18a. No change in the position of the activity 

peak was observed. 

(b) Reversibility of the Formation of the' Complex 

The resul ts presented so far are in agreement with 

the projections of the kinetic studies. Although the dependence on 

saturating r2 levels for the stability of c3r6 argues for the reversibil

ity of the formation of the complex this has not yet been tested directly. 

Sedimentation of a sample of c3r6 in a.sucrose density gradient con

tainingno r2 allows direct verification of this proposal. As the 

sample of c3r6 with excess r2 is centrifuged through a gradient con

taining no r2 the free regulatory subunit gradually separates from the 

c3r6 complex due to the large differences in molecular size between 

these two'species. Non-saturating levels of r2 will then form the 

environment of the complexed catalytic subunit. If the formation of 

) 
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~. 

c3r6 is reversible the'lr these non-saturating r2 levels will allow re-

association to take place. 

The results of such an experiment are shown in Fig. 19. The 

c3r6 complex which sedimented as a single peak in an r2 containing 

gradient was found to yield two species in a gradient containing no r2. 

In' order to characterize these species the fractions were assayed at 

two aspartate concentrations (Fig. 19a). The ratio of activities at 

6 filM and 25 nt-1 aspartate are characteristic for c3, c3r6 and native 
. 

ATCase (Table II). This ratio is very low for c6r6 as at'6 filM aspartate 

the native enzyme is still in the sigmoid range while at 25 filM aspartate 

maximal activity resul ts (see Fig. 3). As the catalytic subunit shows 

a simple hyperbolic aspartate, saturation profile the, 6 filM: 25 filM ratio 

is much higher for this species. Control experiments showed that the 

ratio for c3r6 was close to unity. The reason for this is explained in 

Section 4a. By these criteria the faster sedimenting peak (Peak I, 

Fig. 19) shows activity properties of c6r6 and the slower (Peak II) those 

of c3. A range of activity ratios is seen throughout the peaks due to 

slight overlap. To strengthen these assignments the activities of the 

tWo peaks were tested in the presence of CTP. Only the activity of the 

faster sedimenting species was significantly inhibited. 

In comparison to the positions expected for c3 and c6r6, the 

two activity peaks found on sedimentation of c3r6 in an r2-free gradient 

are both displaced towards the centre of the gradient. This is to be 

expected if the c3rS [which was observed (Fig. lSa) to sediment to the 

mi ddl e of thegradi ent in th'e presence of saturati ng r2] sediments 

down the gradient initially ,intact. Later in the run the saturating 
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, 

Fig. 19. Breakdown of the c3r6 Complex upon Separation from Excess r2. 

(a) A sample of c3r6 was prepared identically to that 
described in Fig. l8a and was centrifuged as before except 

. that the gradient contained no r2' ATCase activity was 
measured in.6 mM aspartate (open circles) and 25 mM 
aspartate (closed circles). 

(b) A similar experiment to above with more c3 (0.054 lJg) 
and r2 (37 lJg) applied in the sample. ATCase activity was 
assayed in 20 mM aspartate (closed squares) and 20 mM as
partate plus 1 mM CTP (open squares). 

As before the sol id arrow indicates the internal marker 
aldolase. The dotted arrows represent the expected positions 
of c3 and c6r6. . 

(From Mort & Chan, 1975). 
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Table II 

Properties of the Breakdown Products of CJ!&- . 

Sample 

c3 
a 

c3r6 
a 

a c6r6 

Peak rb 

Peak IIb 

6 rri-\·Asp 
25 mM Asp 

0.55 

1.33 

0.18 

0.18 - 0.30 

0.42 - Of47 

Activity Ratio 

5 
/ 

1 IT'l'I eTP 
no eTP 

. 1.07 

.9~ 

.67 

.67 - .75 

.87 - .94 

67 

a Dilutions of these eniyme forms were made into the same medium 
as used in the sucrose gradients, containing concentrations of 
sucrose equal to those present in the region of the gradient 

. at the final position of each particular species. 

b Peaks r and II refer to Fig. 19. 

, 
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Fig. 20. 
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Conversion ofc3 to c6!'6 in the Pres~ce of Nonsaturating 
Concentrations of r2. . ~ 

A mixture of c3 \0.8 ~g/ml)'and r2 (2.5 ~g/ml) was 
allQ,wed to reassociate at 25° in 0.1 M potassium acetate, 
20 fIi.1. 2-mercapt6ethanol and 50 ~g/ml BSA at pH 8.5. After 
the times indjcated beloW, 'samples were withdrawn, r2 and 
aldolase (internal marker) were added to give final con
concentrations of 500 ~g/ml and 420, ~g/ml respectively, and 
75 ~l aliquots (containing 0.04 ~g catalytic chains) 
were applied to sucrose gradients, containing 50 ~g/ml r2. 

i 

~
a) .' a min .. 
b 4mi(l. 
cl and (d) 30 min. 

fractions were assayed (a, b and c) in 6 mM aspartate 
(open circles) and 25 mM aspartate (closed circles) or 
(d) in 20 mM aspartate (closed squares) and 20 mM 
aspartate and 1 mM CTP (open squares). 

(From Mort & Chan, 1975). 
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c3 (0.8 pg/m1) an aliquot removed and treated as described above 

gave only one significant peak sedimenting at the position'previous1y 

observed for c3r6 (Fig. 20a).' The ratio of activities at '6 and 25 mM 

aspartate for this peak is also char~cteristic for c3r6 (Table II). 
-. __ .... ,"-'- "~- - . 

As before (Fi g. 18a), contaminati ng acti vity is seen in the lower 

fractions because'the gradient-contained a large amount of r2 (see, 

section 3d). 
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• After 4 minutes of reassociation (Fig. 20b) a markedly lower 

peak of activity had sedimented to the c3r6 region, while an increased 

amount of activity was found at the c6r6 position. Again the expected' 

activity ratios are seen. After 30 minutes of reassociation (Fig. 20c) 

essentially all the activity appeared at the c6r6 position. This 

activity was 'inhibited by CTP (Fig. 20d). 

These results combined with the previous kineti~ evidence 

, (Fig. 15) justify the conclusion that 'non-saturating concentrations of 

r2 will allow the. irreversible reassociation of catalytic and regulatory 

subunits to form a species showing the physico-chemical and kinetic 

properties of native ATCase. 

" (d) Characterization of Contaminating Activity in the r2 Prepara ti on 

While r2 itself is known to have no enzymic activity 

(Gerhart & Schachman, 1965), at the extremely high concentrations used 

'in the above experiments ATCase activity was found to be associated with 

the regulatory subunit preparation. To indicate the areas of the pre-
• 

vious1y discussed gradients (Fjgs. 18 and 20) that gave ATCase activity 

arising from contamination of the r2 preparation, the gradient shown in 
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Fig. l8a was repeated except that no c3 was added. The excess r2 
used to make the c3r6 cOfl'lllex (35 lJg present initially .at a concentration 

of 500 lJg/ml) was however added and as before. r2 (50 lJg/ml) was present, 

throughout the gradient; The resulting profile (Fig. 21a) shows that 

when assayed in6 mM aspartate (circles) there is significant activity 

at the bottom of the gradient. a very small peak at the position expected 

for c6r6 and low activity extending as far as .the position at which c3r6 
sedimented. Assay in 25 mM aspartate (squares) showed much higher 

activity for the material. at the bottom of the gradient and at the c6r6 
position. but no significant increase at the c

3
r6 position. 

Thus while most of the activity due to the r2 present in the 

gradient sedimented to the bottom. the position of the actual peaks in 

Fig. 2la show that most of the contamination is present in the form 

of c6r6• 

The small peak cosedimenting with aldolase however indicates 

that some of the r2 itself may contain a small amount of c3r6. The 

ac~ivity profile of a sample of rZ sedfmented in a gradient .not itself 

containing rZ is shown in Fig. 2lb. A profile similar to that observed 

in Fig. 19 resulted but the peak due to c6r6 in much greater. Significant 

activity did however. sediment above the aldolase marker. again indicating 

that the rZ preparation was contaminated by c:fas well as c6-containing 

species. 

. , 
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Fig. 21. Control Gradients showing Positions Reached by Impurities 
in the r2 Preparation. 

(a) A sample of r2 (35 ~g) and aldolase (33 ~g) was 
centrifuged in a gradient containing 50 ~g/ml r2. 
ATCase activity was as'sayed in 6 rri'I aspartate (squares) 
~nd 25 mM aspartate (circles). The arrow represents 
the position of the internal marker aldolase. 

(b) A sample of r2 (35 ~g) and aldolase (33 ~g) was 
centrifuged in a gl'adient containing no r2' ATCase 
activity was assayed in 6 mM aspartate (squares) and 

.25 mM aspartate (circles). The arrow represents the 
position of the internal marker aldolase. 
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4. Properti es of the cJ!:6 Complex 

The data presented in the previous sections .indicate that the 

c3r6 complex exists as a physically and kinetically distinct species at 

saturating. levels of r2. -A further characteri.zation of the kinetics and 

possible allosteric properties of c3r6 is now presented. 

(a) Kinetic Properties of the Complex 

From the saturation· studies (section 2a) H was con

cluded that the c3r6 complex is stable over a range of aspartate con

centrations. A complete initial velocity profile obtained by the 

continuous titration assay at varied aspartate concentrations in the 

presence of 40 \lg/ml 1"2 (a level shown to be saturating) is presented 

in Fig. 22. The curve for the complex shows no sigmoid character in 

. contrast to the extreme sigmoidicity observed at this pH:with the native 

enzyme .. The activity profl1e for the complex rises rapidly to a maximum 

at about 20 mM aspartate. At higher concentrations of aspartate lower 

levels of activity are seen, a property indicative of substrate in-
, 

hibHion by aspartate. Such inhibition has' been describl'!d in the case 

of .the catalytic subunit by Porter et ~l. (1969) 'who attribute it" to 

the forma t1 on of a dead~end compl ex. composed of enzyme-asparta te-phosphate. 

A similar drop off in activity is also seen in the profile of the native 
/ 

enzyme. 

The data for the catalytic subunH and the c3r6 complex were 

fitted to the equation for substrate inhibition 

Vmax 5 
v " --="'---;;: 

"m + 5 +. 52. 
K i 
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Initial Velocity Profiles of Various Forms of ATCase 
atVarlous Aspartate Concentrations. 

Activity was measured by ti tratl on assay at pH 8.5 
- in the presence of 10 111M carbamYl phosphate. The c3r6 

complex was assayed by addition of r2 (40 llg/ml) to 
c3 (0.75 ~g/ml). Circles represent c3' triangles c3r6 
and squar~s c6r6. ' 

, The lines Jor c3 andc3r6 we~ calculated from the 
equation v = Vmax S/(~ f S ~ S /Ki)using the constants 
given in Tdble 'III. 

(From Mort & Chan, 1975). 
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by the non linear least squares procedure· of Cleland (1967) (See appendix). 

The results of this fit are shown in Table III. 

The Km .for aspartate observed for the c3r6 complex is almost 

six times lower than that for c3 itself. The Vrnax is also somewhat 

smaller as is th~ Ki for aspartate. When the experiment was repeated 

using the radioactive sampling assay (Fig. 23) similar results were 

obtained. Although substrate inhibition was again observed for c3r6 

only activities' at low aspartate concentrations were analyzed in Fig: 23 

where this inhibition is neg1egib1e. The resulting. double reciprocal 

plot gives a linear relationship. The extremely low ~ observed for 

the c3r6 complex has lead to th.e suggestion (Mort & Chan. 1975) that 

this complex represents the. relaxed. or high affinity form of ATCase 

as proposed in the two state allosteric model of Monod et ll. (1965). 
, 

. Evaluation of the. Km of the relaxed state of c6r6 would be expected 

to be possible by extrapolation of a double reciprocal plot to the 

. X-axis at close to saturating levels of substrate. Fig. '24 shows that 

even when the native enzyme is maximally activated by ATP this procedure 

is unfeasible as upward curving of the double reciprocal plot due to 

substrate inhibition at high aspartate concentrations totally obscures 

any linearity .in this region. 

At pH 7 however. substrate inhibition is much less pronounced 

and has lead Collins (1971) to attempt the above'extrapolation: a 

value. of 5.75 111M was calculated for the native enzyme which was slightly 

reduced (5.15 mM) in the presence of ATP. 

In their 'study of ~he pH dependence of theKm for aspartate of 

the catalytic subunit Porter et ll. (1969) found essentially no change 
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Table III 

~ (mM) .!'max U/Ili! ca=-- ~ (rrM) 

6J 
1..73 ± 0.18 80.0 ± 20.5 44.7 ± 5.8 

24.0 ± 2.0 1.50 ± 0.1 

7.90.± 0.65 1.0B ± 0.05 . 36.2 ± 3.7 

6.0 ± 0.4 0.84 ± 0.04 

! , 

a Titrator data (Fig. 22) fitted to the equation 

v = V x SI (~ + S + s2/Ki) by the procedure described by 
max· Cleland (1967). 
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b Radioactive data (Fig. 23) fitted to the hyperbola v = Vmax S/ (~+ 5). 
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Double Reciprocal Plot of Aspartate Saturation Curves 
of c3 and c3!'6 Obtained Using the Radioactive Assay. 

1-0 

c3 (0.08 \lg/ml ,circles) and c3r6 (formed by addition 
of 50-\lglml ~ to 0.08 \lg/ml c3' triangles) were assayed 
at varied aspartate concentratlans and 4 mM carbamyl 
phosphate at pH 8.5. 

(From Mort & Chan, 1975). 
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40 

-ATP 
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j-Lg/U 

20 

+ATP 5mM 
10 

o 0·05 I/[Aspartate]mM-' 0·25 

,Fig. 24. 'OoubleReciprotalP16t Ofc6r6 wytftalid~dth6utATPatpH8.5' 
ATCase was assayed at pH 8.5 by the radioactive procedure 

with varied aspartate and 4 mM carbamyl phosphate (open circles). 
As indicated. filled circles denote assays under similar 
conditions except with 5 mM ATP. Points are averages of two 
determinati ons. . 

. ~, . 
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between pH .7.0 and 8.7. It seems reasonable therefore, to consider 

the s~milarity of the ~ of ATCase at pH 7 with the ~ at pH 8.5 of the 

c3r6 complex as an indication that it represents the relaxed state of c6r6. 

(b) E-ffect of CTP and ATP on c6r~ 

The presence of the regulatory chains in the complex 

might be predicted to render c3r6 susceptible to the action of the 

a llosteri c effectors CTP and ATP. Results. al.ready presented i ndi cate 

~hat, contrary to this expectation, CTP has no significant effect on 

c3r6. The'effect of ATP and CTP at various concentrations of aspartate 

on c6r6, c3 and );3r6 are compared in Table IV. while the inhibition of 

the native enzyine by j.irl'\ CTP ranged from 44 to 66% depending on aspartate 

concentration the maximum inhibition observed for c3r6 was 2%, slightly 

less than the maximum of 5% seen for c3. ATP activated c6r6 from 50 to 

186% but caused no increase in activity with either c3r6 or c3. Instead 

slight inhibition was observed for c3 and c3r6. 

Kleppe (1965', 1966) has demonstrated that phosphate and 

'particularly pyrophosphate are effective competitive inhibitors with 

carbamyl phOSPhate,',: Similarly Porter et~. (1969)\found that many 

phosphate cO,ntaining compoJ-lnds including CTP are competitive inhibitors. 

ATP also contain~ a POlyp~~Phate and at the higher concentrations used 

(5. JIIM) , compared to CTP (1 rri>I) should be, a more effective inhibitor of 

.c3' Similar inhibition is seen in the case of c3r6 indicating that the 
i , 

presence of the regul a tory chains had no heterotropi c, effects. 
, , ' 

The sli9ht inhibition by CTP and ATP was consistently lower for 
/ 

c3r6 than for c3..If in, addition to a lower ~ for aspartate when _ com

pared to c3' the~ for carbarr1)!l phosphate for c3r6 were also lower, -less 

'" 



inh.ibition by phosphate tontJining compounds would be expected .. 

(c) pH Activity Profiles 
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Further c,haract~rization of the c3r 6 compl,ex was pur

sued by determination of the pH"o1ctivity profile; At low aspartate con

centrations (2 nfl) a simple single optimum is obtained with a· maximum 
. '. ~ . 

value at pH 8.5 •. (Fig. 25a). This is similar to the profile of c3 

(Fig. 25b) except for the generally higher specific activity (Fig. 25b). 

In contrast c6r6 only shows a peak of activity at high pH where Weitzman 

and Wilson (1966) .have found that sigmoid kinetics no longer operate. 

At high aspartate concentration (50 nfl) c3 again shows a ~pical, 

bell-shaped curve with highest activity at pH 8.5 (Fig. 26b) .. The c3r6 . . 

complex (Fig. 26a) however. yields a profile very similar in both shape 

and specific activity to that observed for the native enzyme involving 

tNO activity peaks.,one around pH -8 the other at pH 10. Bath Weitzman and 
. . . 

Wilson (1966) and Jacobson and Stark (1973b) haye reported the occurrence . 
of a second activity peak at high pH for native ATCase. 

The marked similarity betNeen the profiles of c3r 6 and c6r 6 

at high aspartate concentrations. and particularly the existence of the 

second peak of activity in the pH 10 region might be explained by the. 

spontaneou~ reassociation of c3 and r 2 to form c6r6 under these conditions.' 

Thi s was S~Nn not to be the case. 

T~ activity of c
3
r 6 in 50 roM aspartate at pH 10 was found to be 

linear wi'th time. therefore. if reassociation were taking place it must I • 
occur very quickly. When a sample of c3r6 under the above conditions 

. . . 
(Fig. 26) was removed after 30 seconds and diluted into a second; assay , 

mixture in order to reduce the pH .te 8 and the aspartate conc~ntration 
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Fig. 25,. 

" . 

pH Acti vity Profil es of the Three Forms of ATCase 'i n 2 mM 
Aspartate 

, The radioactivity assay was used with saturating con- , 
centrations of carbamYl p~sphate. All activities are ex
pressed in Units!\lg c3 to facilitate, comparison. Filled 
symbols indfcate assays in Tris acetate. 

(a) c3r6 complex assayed by addition of 50 \lg/ml r2 to 
0.046 \lg/ml c3 - , 

(b) ~ (circles) 0.075 \l9/ml 
csrs (squares) 0.37 \l9/ml (Inset shows this data with the ~,~ 

V-axis expanded). ~ 

Fi9. 26. pH Activity Profiles cifthe Three Forms of ATCase in 50 mM 
Aspartate 

The radioactive assay was used with saturating concentrations 
of carbamyl phosphate. All activities are expressed'i" Units! 
\lg c3 to facilitate comparison. 
Filled symbols iNdicate assays i~ Tris acetate. 

(a) c3r6 complex assayed by addition of 50 \l9/ml r2 to 
0.45 \lg!ml c3 /...---

(b) c3 (circles) 0.1 \l9/ml 
cSr6 (squares) 0.25 \l9!ml 

~ --
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to 6 iWI, a specific activity of 0.348 unHs/)J9 C3 was found. -When the 

experiment was repeated with a~le of c6r6, however; the change ~o 

6 mM aspartate and'pH 8.0 caused the speCific activity to decrease to 

0.016 units/)Jg c3. The specific activity of ATCase at pH 8 and 6 rrf.l 

, aspartate was found to be 0.018. tS/)Jg c3. 

It~, s the;efo;e that under conditions ·where 

has similar roperties, to the nativ enzyme rapid reassembly to 

native stru t re is,not taking place. 
. /--,--:~,~, . 

The similarity of the profiles of c3r6 ,and c6r6 in the IPresenl:e 

of 50 ~spartate again argues persuasively that the complex represents 

the relaxed form of the native enzyme as at this close to saturating 

substrate concentration c6r6 sho\lld be predominantly in this conformation. 

At 2 iWI aspartate however, 'a different conformation woult(1;redominate. 
,:, 

therefore the pH profiles are different. 

5. Investigatfon'of'the Ki~etitMechanism of Dead-end Inhibition by 
succinate and Maleate 

In order to investigate the similarity between the relaxed state 

of c6r6 and the c3r6icomplex further, native ATCase':was studied by 

an approach which was expected to stabilize the relaxed state and allow 

characteri zati on .of so~ of'its properti es. 

It is well known that while the aspar'tate analogues succinate and 

ma,leate are simpl~ competitive inhibitors of c3 (Gerhart & pa~1964), 
at low concentrations'of aspartate these compounds activate c6r6. This 

increase in activity was explained as the result of the substrate analogue 

mimicking aspartate in e~rting a homotrophic effect so that the aspartate 

, , 
i 

-, 
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,. 

a.ctua11y bouhd finds the enzyme in the relaxed state. It was therefore 

thought that it would be possible to use this approach to determine the 

~ for aspartate of t,he relaxed state of c6r6 at pH 8.5. 

While for _c3 and c3r6 si~p1e kinetic patterns w~re found, c6r6 
• I 

gave quite different results.' Although these findings are preliminary 

they indicate that s~ccinate and maleate cannot be considered as simple 
, , , 

substrate analogues when used in the place of aspartate with c6r6• 'An 
,> 

extended study following the initial experiments outlined below may yield 

interesting information concerning the allosteric mechanism of ATCase. 

~. (a) Effect of Aspartate Analogues on c6~' c3 and'c:Hi-'-

At low aspartate concentrations the aspartate analogue 

succinate activates c6r6 (Fig. 27). As the succinate concentration is 

increased a peak of activity is reached beyond,which there is a gradual 

decline. This decrease in activity at higher succinate levels is to 
, -

be expected for if the enzyme is'now fully !n the relaxed state additional 
, " 

succinate will simply act as a competitive inhibitor. As expected the 

maximal activation is lesser at higher aspartate levels (Fig. 27) . 

In contrast to the complex pattern seen withc6r6 increasing 

concentra tions of succi nate cause a gradual decrease in acti vity with 
, . ) 

c3 and c3 r 6 (Fi g. 28). , In, both cases /ou~ 1 e /r~ci proca 1 plots of acttvi ty 

at varying'aspartateconcentrations tn the ~sence~and absence of succinate 

give patterns characteristic of simple competitive inhibition (Fig. 29), 

, the pattern well estab Hshed for c3 (Gerhart & Pardee, 1964; Porter et &., 

1969; Heyde et &., 1973). As was, observed with the ~'S for aspartate, 

the succinate dissociation constant for c~was foun~ to be much low'er 

than for c3 (Table V) in agr:eement with the "truncat'ed" form of ATCas&... 

, 

,-
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Fig. 27. Effect of Succinate o~ c6!6 ActivH~~stant Aspartat~ , 
Concentrations. ,_ -
ATCase activity at 2 and 5 mM aspartate and varied succinate 
concentrations was measured by titration assay at pH 8.5 
in the-presence of saturating carbamyl 'phosphate (5 mM). The 
sa-lid lines were drawn from a least square fit to the equation 
IV= Vrnax S " 

• 
lKm + S) (l+ IfKi) 
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'Fig. 28. Effect of Succinate on c3 and ~3Q; Activities at Constant Aspartate Co'ncentrations. 

The c3r6 complex (a) and c3 (b) activities at.2 and 5 mM aspartate. and varied 
succinate concentrations were ~btained by' titrator assay at pH 8.5 in·the 

• 

( 

presence of saturating carbamyl phosphate (5 mM).' The c3r6 rates were obtained 
by addition of r2 (to give a final concentration of 50 1l9/ml) to the assay con
taining c3- (1'.5 Ilg/ml). The linesare a least square fit to the. equation 

v ~S/[~,(l,:+ I/Ki ) + S]. 
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Kinetic Pattern of Suecinate Inhibition of c<r~al1~C3.. 
wit~ Varied.Aspartate.· 
DQuble reciprocal plots in the presence and absence of succinate. 
(10 rrM) for (a) c3r6 and (b) c3 obtained as in Fig. 18 at pH 8.5. " 
The lines are fits of the origlna1 data to hyperbolas. Points. 
at high aspartate concentrations which show upward curvature 
due to substrate inhibition were excluded from this procedure. 
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